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During World War II, General George Marshall relieved numerous commanders. Rather 

than separate those officers, he allowed them to remain in the Army and contribute in 

other areas of demonstrated expertise. Currently, a commander relieved for cause 

stands little to no chance of being retained in the service. This paper suggests that 

under certain circumstances, a policy similar to Marshall’s is feasible in today’s Army to 

retain those officers who can continue to make valuable contributions. When effectively 

implemented, the principles of mission command foster an environment conducive to 

such a policy. The elements of trust, prudent risk taking and underwriting honest 

mistakes enable a senior commander to consider a relieved commander for continued 

service. Further, those officers who commit illegal, immoral, or unethical acts are not 

viable candidates where those who make honest mistakes should be considered. As 

current procedures make it unlikely that an officer could survive a relief from command, 

the Army would have to consider a policy similar to curtailment to allow a relieved officer 

to remain on active without the negative consequences that follow a relief for cause. 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

A Return to “Marshall Law”: Life After Relief From Command 

What would George Marshall do if he could come back and fix things? 

—Thomas Ricks1 
 

With that question, in the epilogue to his 2012 book, The Generals: American 

Military Command from WWII to Today, Thomas Ricks asserts that during World War II, 

under General George Marshall’s leadership, general officers were held accountable. 

Ricks then suggests that one of the major problems in today’s Army in the post-9/11 

wars is the failure of senior leaders--both civilian and military--to hold commanders 

accountable. Ricks believes the Army needs 

A major cultural shift that enables it to embrace accountability, rather than 
shun it [and] the first step toward improving the capacity of leadership is to 
reinstate [Marshall’s] policy of swift relief, with the option of forgiveness . . 
. under which relief from command does not terminate an officer’s career.2 

This paper seeks to answer the primary question of whether a return to a policy 

similar to the one employed by Marshall during World War II is viable in today’s Army. 

Can an officer who is relieved from command survive such career-threatening action 

and remain in the military to serve in another capacity? In answering this question, this 

paper explores the connection between mission command and relief from command. 

For an officer to survive relief from command, leaders must embrace and adhere to 

certain principles of mission command, primarily trust and acceptance of risk. By 

combining mission command and relief from command concepts, this paper explores 

the grey area when a commander determines relief is in order, but believes the relieved 

commander can still contribute to the Army in another valuable capacity similar to the 

Marshall’s policy during World War II and other times throughout history. Additionally, 
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based on the Army’s current administrative policies that govern relief from command, an 

expanded view of the concept of curtailment would have to be implemented. 

This paper suggests that the Army’s renewed focus on leadership as applied 

within the mission command philosophy fosters an environment of trust where senior 

commanders assume risk and underwrite subordinates who do not have to fear an 

honest mistake will result in career termination. 

“Marshall Law” and Mission Command3 

To determine if Marshall’s policy would work in today’s Army, a comparison of his 

leadership principles to current Army leadership doctrine warrants a brief review. When 

discussing the greatest leaders in United States history, numerous military historians 

and scholars place Marshall alongside George Washington.4 Scholarly works devoted to 

Marshall’s leadership principles support the assertion that any Marshall philosophy, 

including his policy of quick relief with continued service is worthy of review by 

contemporary Army leaders.5 

Marshall’s Leadership Principles 

With Marshall’s relief policy at the core of this paper, a quick review of the 

leadership qualities he sought in commanders he fired, and specifically, fired but 

retained, is instructive. Not surprisingly, many of Marshall’s principles appear in current 

Army leadership doctrine and are imbedded in the leadership tenets for the successful 

execution of mission command. 

Gleaned from Marshall’s papers, speeches, and studies of his life’s actions in 

strategic-level leadership positions, scholars attribute numerous leadership traits and 

characteristics to Marshall, and the officers he selected. In Marshall’s own letters from 
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1920 and 1944, he highlighted the qualities he looked for in promoting officers in the 

following order: "good common sense," "have studied your profession," "physically 

strong," "cheerful and optimistic,” “display marked energy," "extreme loyalty," and 

“determined.”6 The Marshall Foundation’s Educational Program lists Marshall’s primary 

leadership principles as: Candor, Commitment, Courage, Integrity, and Selflessness.7 

Other studies and lists have emerged, including a comparative analysis of Marshall’s 

principles to the Army’s 2005 Pentathlete theme that defined 21st Century Army 

Leaders as multi-skilled warfighter-statesman who live the warrior ethos and possess 

leader attributes including the “confidence and competence in uncertain situations by 

being a prudent risk taker, innovative, and adaptive.”8 

Marshall’s leadership traits and tenets are applicable to the full spectrum of 

situations at the tactical, operational and strategic levels within the joint, interagency, 

intergovernmental, and multinational (JIIM) environments. Importantly, their continued 

relevance is reflected in current Army leadership doctrine and mission command. 

Current Leadership Doctrine 

Any discussion of Army leadership doctrine should necessarily include a 

discussion of trust. “The Army is built upon an ethos of trust” which permeates 

everything a leader does inside and outside the Army: “trust between Soldiers; between 

Soldiers and their leaders; among Soldiers, their families, and the Army; and between 

the Army and the Nation.”9 Since taking over as the Army Chief of Staff in 2011, 

General Raymond T. Odierno, made leader development a strategic priority with the 

primary intent of growing adaptive leaders.10 Within a comprehensive leader 

development process, leaders are challenged to earn respect, lead by example, create 
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a positive climate, maximize resources, inspire others, and build teams to promote 

excellence.11 Of the eight specified “Leader Expectations,” “Empower subordinates and 

underwrite risk” is critical to mission command as it supports the premise that leaders 

can fail and succeed again as they learn from their mistakes. General Odierno 

specifically acknowledges this latter point--that leaders will make honest mistakes--as a 

threshold issue in leadership doctrine.12  

The Army Leadership Requirements Model describes character, presence, and 

intellect as the three primary leader attributes.13 Character is the attribute that best 

captures the identity and values of the leader.14 As trust is the foundation of Army 

leadership, integrity is the sine qua non of a leader’s character. So critical is integrity 

that once breached, trust is lost and is essentially unrecoverable. When considered in 

the context of relief from command in today’s Army, there is little to no chance an officer 

can be retained in the service. Presence focuses on one’s outward demeanor and the 

impression made on superiors, peers, and subordinates through military bearing, 

fitness, confidence, and resilience. Intellect describes the skills a contemporary leader 

must possess, develop, and exhibit to succeed in the complex and uncertain JIIM 

environment: mental agility, sound judgment, innovation, interpersonal tact, and 

expertise. Army doctrine contends that possession of these attributes (character, 

presence, and intellect) and how a leader performs within the three core leadership 

competencies (leads, develops, and achieves) all contribute to a leader’s overall 

success within the mission command construct.15 

The leadership principles of General Marshall and current Army doctrine (as 

endorsed by General Odierno) are quite similar. It is not surprising that current doctrine 
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has drawn from General Marshall given his place among Army leaders. The relevance 

of such a comparison is meaningful considering Marshall regularly relieved 

commanders and allowed them to continue serving while a present-day relieved 

commander has little to no chance of remaining in today’s Army. Yet, under certain 

circumstances, this should not be the case. The current Army doctrine of mission 

command, in theory, is the best possible leadership philosophy to support a relief policy 

similar to the one employed by Marshall. 

Mission Command 

The main feature distinguishing mission command from command and control is 

that within decentralized mission command, a commander orders a subordinate what to 

do, but not how to do it--broad mission orders that allow (and trust) the subordinate to 

take initiative on how to complete the mission. In contrast, detailed orders in a 

centralized command philosophy tell a subordinate what to do and how to do it thereby 

removing a subordinate’s flexibility and stifling initiative, and perhaps suggesting the 

commander does not fully trust the subordinate to figure out how to accomplish the task 

on his own. 

As a command philosophy, the concept of mission command has been 

implemented by the United States (U.S.) military leaders for decades, particularly in 

combat. In the fog of war, decentralized command enables adaptive leaders to make 

quick decisions to counter emerging threats. While not called “mission command,” the 

broad concepts of mission command appeared in United States Army field manuals in 

the early 1900s.16 In an excellent Military Review article, Clinton Ancker chronicles the 

evolution of mission command and Army’s century-long doctrinal emphasis on certain 
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elements of mission command, primarily commander’s intent and subordinate’s 

initiative.17 

Several scholarly works document the emergence and evolution of the U.S. 

military perspective of mission command through the 20th century and in our modern 

history.18 In the mid-1970s, the new Training and Doctrine Command was less focused 

on mission command in doctrine. The 1976 version of Field Manual (FM) 100-5, 

Operations, mentions decentralization, mission-type orders, and initiative in only one 

paragraph.19 The 1982, 1986, 1993 editions of FM 100-5 continued to emphasize 

decentralization, especially as a battle became more complex, and the concomitant 

importance of individual initiative operating within such a system.20  

Commander’s intent, as a clearly defined concept, was first introduced in the 

2001 edition of FM 100-5. While mentioned in earlier manuals, commander’s intent was 

not separately identified as a concept. In 2001, two years before mission command was 

introduced as a separate and distinct command doctrine, the manual tied the following 

concepts together: commander’s intent, decentralization, mission orders, delegation, 

freedom for subordinates to act, aggressive action, and “initiative exercised by well 

trained, determined, disciplined soldiers.”21 “It also requires leaders who trust their 

subordinates and are willing to take and underwrite risks.”22 

That these concepts appear in the 2001 version of FM 100-5 is prescient 

considering the conflicts that would emerge over the next decade and require this exact 

type of command philosophy. During both conflicts, when faced with decisions of high 

consequence and complexity, junior leaders thrived under mission command.23 In 2003, 

FM 6-0, Mission Command: Command and Control of Army Forces, established mission 
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command as the Army’s preferred concept of command and control.24 Between 2010 

and 2012, culminating with Army Doctrine Publication 6-0 (Mission Command) in May 

2012, mission command was solidified as concept with specific principles, a philosophy 

of command, and as a warfighting function. Commanders’ implementation of the 

mission command philosophy is no longer optional--it is our doctrine.25  

As a warfighting function, the mission command philosophy supports a relief 

policy similar to Marshall’s. For such a policy to be practicable, a certain environment 

must exist within the Army. The 2013 Center for Army Leadership Annual Survey of 

Army Leadership (CASAL): Main Findings Report is an informative study that provides 

specific insight on commanders’ views on the topic of command leadership within 

mission command. 

Army doctrine defines mission command as “the exercise of authority and 

direction by the commander using mission orders to enable disciplined initiative within 

the commander’s intent to empower agile and adaptive leaders in the conduct of unified 

land operations.”26 To be effective, commanders and subordinates must have mutual 

trust, a shared understanding, and a common purpose. As leaders operate in a volatile, 

uncertain, complex, and ambiguous environment, mission command enables 

commanders to push responsibility and decision making to the point of action.27 

Through clear orders and intent, commanders tell subordinates what to do, but not how 

to do it. In turn, innovative and adaptive subordinates work within their commander’s 

intent and exercise initiative, assume responsibility, exploit opportunities, and respond 

to uncertain and emerging threats and challenges. At its essence, mission command is 

about establishing trust and assuming risk. Mission command’s six principles are:  
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(1) Build cohesive teams through mutual trust;  

(2) Create shared understanding;  

(3) Provide a clear commander’s intent;  

(4) Exercise disciplined initiative;  

(5) Use mission orders; and  

(6) Accept prudent risk.28  

With a potential relief from command, the first and last of these six principles, 

building trust and accepting risk, identify effective leader behaviors and indicators. With 

trust as the foundation of the Army profession, it is not surprisingly mission command’s 

first principle is building cohesive teams through mutual trust. Leaders know trust is 

gained through actions over time and trust is earned by following Army Values and the 

Army’s Leadership Principles. It takes time to earn and build trust, but trust can be lost 

immediately based a single act. Importantly, “Trust is gained or lost through everyday 

actions more than grand or occasional gestures.”29 

In doctrine, “Accepting prudent risk” is tied to the senior commander, yet, this 

principle is equally important to the subordinate when tied to “building mutual trust.” 

Prudent risk is “a deliberate exposure to potential injury or loss when the commander 

judges the outcome in terms of mission accomplishment as worth the cost.”30 This 

appears to be a bold statement, particularly if a soldier is injured or lost due to the risk, 

yet when considered in the context of a volatile and uncertain environment, “Making 

reasonable estimates and intentionally accepting prudent risk are fundamental to 

mission command.”31 Pursuing opportunities rather than avoiding defeat means there 

will be risks. How the commander evaluates those risks is the art of command. Mission 
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command is not about taking the safest route to avoid defeat, nor is it about taking an 

unreasonably dangerous route to pursue an opportunity. In doctrine, gambling, defined 

as risky action in hope of a desired result, is the antithesis of prudent risk taking. A 

commander that makes an irrational, ill-planned decision without considering the 

second or third order effects is gambling. Conversely, a commander that gives due 

consideration to the risks and takes measures to mitigate them is prudent.  

When combined, building trust and accepting prudent risk best illustrate the 

effective, or ineffective, implementation of mission command. Trust and risk are tightly 

coupled factors. As trust increases, the willingness to accept risk increases. In practice, 

the level of a commander’s trust in a subordinate dictates how much risk a commander 

is willing to take. Tied to other elements of mission command, a commander that trusts 

a subordinate will provide broad mission orders with a shared understanding that the 

subordinate will exercise disciplined initiative. The commander, ultimately responsible 

for the subordinate’s actions, accepts risk by giving the subordinate freedom of action 

and underwriting the subordinate’s mistakes. In exercising disciplined initiative, the 

subordinate is expected to make prudent decisions based on reasonable estimates.32 

The 2014 CASAL study provides evidence of mission command’s effectiveness 

in units. Almost 22,000 respondents were asked if their leader effectively implemented 

the four primary leader attributes that best characterize mission command.33 The 

percentages listed below represent those personnel that responded that they were 

satisfied or very satisfied that their leader effectively implemented the specified trait:  

 Members have freedom/latitude in the conduct of duties (73%) 

 Members allowed to learn from honest mistakes (71%) 
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 Members empowered to make decisions pertaining to their duties (70%) 

 Members have moderate to very high trust with others in the unit (83%)34 

Focusing on trust as the essential element of mission command, the study 

identified two characteristics as having the strongest relationship to high levels of trust: 

 Empowerment to make decisions pertaining to their duties 

 Allow and encourage learning from honest mistakes35  

Turning to relief from command, these two indicators, along with the four above, are 

critical to the analysis of how much risk will a commander take with a subordinate and 

how many mistakes (and what types) will the commander underwrite before relieving a 

subordinate commander, and if relieved, is that officer a candidate for future service. 

Relief from Command: A Brief History 

The concept of relief from command, and specifically, the concept of continuing 

in the service after relief from command, has examples dating back to the Continental 

Army in the Revolutionary War. After allegations of misbehavior before the enemy at the 

Battle of Monmouth in July 1778, General Charles Lee was court-martialed and relieved 

of command for one year.36 During the Civil War, President Lincoln relieved a number of 

commanders, including General George McClellan twice, for poor performance, yet 

allowed those commanders to serve in the Army of the Potomac following their reliefs.37 

In 1867, George Armstrong Custer was relieved of his command of the Seventh U.S. 

Cavalry, court-martialed and suspended for one year only to return to command the 

Seventh Cavalry again until his last stand at the Battle of Little Big Horn in June 1876.38  

As a captain during World War I, Marshall observed General John J. “Black Jack” 

Pershing, the First American Expeditionary Force Commander, relieve many generals, 
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including eleven in one day, and his own division commander for ineffectiveness.39 

Utilizing a swift relief policy, Pershing relieved six division and two corps commanders 

during the war--all were allowed to continue in other assignments after their relief.40. 

Learning from Pershing’s policy, and after being sworn in as Army Chief of Staff 

in October 1939, Marshall forced the retirements and discharges of an estimated 600 

active duty and reserve officers. While not reliefs from command, they were precursors 

of Marshall’s low tolerance for those he considered excess, mediocre or incompetent.41 

During World War II, when he relieved a commander, Marshall believed in second 

chances. In most cases, he followed relief with reassignment back to the U.S. but “at 

least five Army generals of World War II . . . removed from combat command and later 

given another division to lead in combat.”42 While “brutal” for the individual officers, the 

relief policy achieved military effectiveness and was used by his subordinates then and 

in later wars.43 

In Korea, Eighth Army Commander General Matthew Ridgway relieved 

numerous commanders; however, the new Army Chief of Staff, General J. Lawton 

Collins, was less supportive of the quick reliefs and more concerned about the public’s 

perception. Still, Ridgway continued with the reliefs usually followed by reassignments 

to training posts.44 By Vietnam, “The swift relief of failing officers was unwelcome in the 

U.S. Army of the 1960s.”45 Despite that sentiment, General William DePuy, the First 

Infantry Division Commander, relieved 56 officers and sergeants major in one year, 

including seven battalion commanders. The Army Chief of Staff, General Harold K. 

Johnson, told DePuy to slow down on the reliefs and afford officers second chances. 

DePuy told Johnson it was his duty to remove incompetent commanders who were 
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getting people killed. Johnson disagreed with DePuy’s relief philosophy, yet, ironically 

because of the Army’s rejection of relief as a managerial tool, Johnson did not relieve 

DePuy.46 Pershing relieved eleven generals in one day during World War I. DePuy 

relieved seven battalion commanders in one year in Vietnam. By comparison, Army 

leadership relieved a total of 129 battalion and brigade commanders during the twelve 

year period from 2003 through 2014.  

Relief for Cause during the post 9/11 period 

When The Generals was published in 2012, Ricks had the Navy’s relief data, but 

not the Army’s: “In relieving leaders, the Army can learn from the Navy, which has 

maintained the practice of relief even as the Army has lost it, with more than 120 

commanding officers relieved from 2000 through 2011.”47 In context, his comment was 

aimed at the Army leadership and a perception that commanders were not held 

accountable for their actions. The Army’s data reveals otherwise.  

The Human Resources Command official relief for cause data shows that from 

2003 through 2014, 98 battalion and 31 brigade commanders were relieved for cause.48 

Overall, Army relief numbers (129) are remarkably similar to Navy numbers (120) during 

a relatively comparative twelve year period (2003-14 v. 2000-11). Considering Ricks’ 

comment that the Army has lost its practice of relief (in comparison to the Navy), the 

data suggests division commanders held their subordinate battalion and brigade 

commanders accountable for their actions. Yet, does the relief of a combined 129 Army 

battalion and brigade commanders signal a problem with commanders in general? A 

more in-depth review of the data suggests there is not. 
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Of the 129 Army commanders, 25 (24 battalion and one brigade commander) 

were relieved from their commands in combat. At first glance, the overall numbers 

during the post 9/11 period seems to support the notion that the Army has a problem 

with senior leader misconduct. In February 2015, a bold print Army Times headline 

read: “129 Army battalion, brigade commanders fired since 2003.”49 With a quick 

calculation, the reader estimates an average of 11 commanders per year were relieved 

during the twelve year period. Yet, a more detailed review of the data demonstrates that 

less than 2% of the total population of battalion or brigade commanders were relieved in 

a given calendar year since 2003. 

The Command Select List (CSL), a product of an in-depth centralized 

Department of the Army board process designed to select the best-qualified officers for 

the privilege of command, helps put the relief for cause data into perspective. The fact 

that relatively so few battalion and brigade commanders are relieved suggests the 

validity of the rigorous selection process. Over the 11 year period from 2003 through 

2013, the lieutenant colonel (battalion commander) selection rate has remained 

between 5.5% and 6% of the entire eligible population for a given year. For perspective, 

in 2003, 6,243 eligible Lieutenant Colonels competed for 379 positions (6.1% selection) 

growing to 7,421 competing for 408 positions (5.5% selection) in 2013. For colonels 

(brigade commanders), the selection rate was as high as 7% between 2003 and 2005, 

but remained around 5% since 2005. Here, 2,201 Colonels competed for 152 positions 

in 2003 (6.9% selection) and 2,933 competed for 161 positions in 2013 (5.5%). While 

the selection rate for battalion and brigade command has hovered between 5% and 6% 

during the post-9/11 period, overall, the CSL represents 1% of the total Active Army 
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Component Officer End Strength confirming that only the best of the best are selected 

for coveted command billets. In 2013, there were 569 command billets (408 battalion 

and 161 brigade) in a year when the Army officer end strength was 98,967.50 Those 

officers selected for command in 2013 represented 0.6% of the officer corps. 

From 2003 through 2013, on average, there were approximately 393 battalion 

and 156 brigade command positions during a given year. Using the relief from 

command data for the same period, 110 commanders were relieved (85 battalion and 

25 brigade) for an average of 10 commanders relieved per year (8 battalion and 2 

brigade). Overall, the yearly average for the first eleven years of the post-9/11 conflicts 

breaks down to 10 of 549 battalion and brigade commanders (1.8%) relieved in a given 

year (8 of 393 battalion commanders (2%) and 2 of 156 brigade commanders (1%)). 

The final factor in the analysis is the reason for the relief. While the Human 

Resources Command data is broad due to privacy concerns, it can be divided into two 

general categories: relief for misconduct and relief a loss in confidence (incompetence 

or hostile command climate). These areas are discussed in more detail below; but of the 

original 129 officers relieved from 2003-2014, far more were relieved for misconduct 

(93) than for loss of confidence (36). While readers may disagree, the relief of 

approximately 2% of the Army’s vetted command slate of officers in a given year 

appears to suggest: (1) there is not a general problem among battalion and brigade 

commanders, and (2) division commanders hold accountable those officers they lose 

confidence in or commit misconduct. The next section reviews the causes for relieving a 

commander in more depth. 
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Relief for Cause Reasons 

The relief for cause rule contemplates a commander losing confidence in a 

subordinate due to misconduct, poor judgment, incompetence, or other similar reasons. 

This section distinguishes misconduct from all other reasons to support the argument 

that relief for any reason other than misconduct may be suitable for continued service. 

Relief for Misconduct 

If a subordinate commander commits an illegal, immoral, or unethical act, few 

would dispute the commander has forfeited the right to command troops. When such an 

act is committed the foundation of trust is lost. In reviewing conduct warranting relief of 

a commander for cause, the distinction between illegal, immoral, and unethical behavior 

appears unimportant since any such behavior is incompatible with military service. 

However as with all acts, even these three categories cover a spectrum of conduct the 

senior commander must consider when deciding the fate of the offending officer, 

particularly, how that officer is separated from the military, either administratively or 

punitively. Importantly, a brief review of these three categories is instructive when 

comparing the concept of honest mistakes. 

Illegal conduct is specifically prohibited under the Uniform Code of Military 

Justice (UCMJ) and other state, federal, and international legal codes with jurisdiction 

over the military service member. Focusing on the UCMJ, there are numerous punitive 

articles that cover the concepts of lying, fraud, dishonesty, and deceit such as False 

Official Statement (signing a document with the intent to deceive), Perjury (knowingly 

giving false testimony under oath), Forgery (falsely altering a document with the intent 

to defraud), and Fraud (knowingly making a false claim against the government). These 
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offenses are specific intent crimes meaning the offender specifically intends to deceive 

military authorities or gain something under false pretenses--the person knows exactly 

what they are doing. Compared to an “honest mistake” (discussed below), such 

intentional acts of deceit and deception are easily distinguishable.  

Immoral acts are acts that do not conform to accepted standards of morality. The 

litany of synonyms for “immoral” are its best descriptors: wrongful, wicked, evil, 

dishonorable, corrupt, disreputable, and depraved among others. In the UCMJ, offenses 

described as “indecent” mean “conduct that amounts to a form of immorality relating to 

sexual impurity which is grossly vulgar, obscene, and repugnant to common propriety, 

and tends to excite sexual desire or deprave morals with respect to sexual relations.”51 

While immoral acts are not confined to sexual impurities, having “dishonorable” as a 

synonym puts such behavior in its proper military context. 

Unethical behavior has received much attention in the military. With volumes of 

literature and studies, and to enhance leader training on ethics, the military created the 

Center for Professional Ethic. An unethical person is one who lacks moral principles, but 

in context here, an unethical person is one who is unwilling to act in accord with the 

standards of our profession. Standards of conduct in the Army are also subject to the 

Joint Ethics Regulation (JER) [Department of Defense (DoD) Directive 5500.7-R] which 

requires all DoD personnel to comply with the highest ethical standards and makes 

violations of the JER punitive under the UCMJ.52 Violations of the JER could be 

prosecuted as violations of UCMJ, Article 92, Dereliction of Duty. Like illegal and 

immoral acts, if a commander engages in unethical conduct, that commander should no 

longer be trusted to lead troops. These are not the only acts that can lead to relief. 
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Relief for Reasons Other than Misconduct 

A commander may lose confidence in a subordinate based on poor judgment, 

incompetence, and “other similar reasons.” While a commander relieved for misconduct 

may stand little chance of continued service, these other reasons open the possibility. 

Distinguishing these other reasons from misconduct is critical to a commander’s 

analysis of potential continued service after relief. There are nuanced but important 

legal distinctions that take poor judgment, incompetence, and the concept of honest 

mistakes out of the criminal realm. The primary factors to be discussed are “intent” (not 

to be confused with commander’s intent) and “degree of care.” 

Two UCMJ offenses mentioned above, False Official Statement and Dereliction 

of Duty, and one additional one, Damaging or Destroying Military Property (UCMJ, 

Article 109), provide instructive analogies for conduct that runs the spectrum from 

honest mistakes to deliberate acts. When viewing the actions and intent of a person in 

the context of these three offenses (signing a document, performing a duty, and caring 

for military equipment), it is easier to distinguish non-criminal conduct (poor judgment, 

incompetence, and honest mistakes) from illegal, immoral and unethical conduct. 

For intent, one must consider whether an act was intentional (deliberate and with 

full knowledge) or unintentionally (mistake or ignorance). For example: a company 

commander uses unit morale funds to take two subordinates to an expensive dinner. 

When questioned, the commander says he thought he could use the funds for any act 

that would build unit morale. If the commander knew he could not use the money for 

such purposes, then the taking the money and response would both be intentional acts 

of misconduct. Yet, if the commander truly thought he could use the money for such 
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purposes, then both acts would be honest mistakes. This example highlights the 

difficulty for the senior commander and mutual trust becomes the focal point--does the 

commander believe the company commander is telling the truth. If so, perhaps the 

subordinate commander survives this honest mistake. 

When determining a subordinate’s competence to complete a mission, the 

“degree of care” analysis can help distinguish between incompetence and misconduct. 

This analysis starts with the assumption that a subordinate failed to accomplish a 

mission--the senior commander must decide if they failed to accomplish the mission 

purposely (intentionally blew it off), failed to accomplish it due to lack of effort or 

indifference, due to incompetence, or due to an honest mistake. Degree of care signifies 

the amount of due care that a reasonably prudent person would take under the same or 

similar circumstances.53 There are a number or words that describe the degree of care 

spectrum: deliberate, wanton, reckless, and negligent.  

A deliberate act is done purposefully, intentionally, willfully, and knowingly. 

Wanton and reckless are harder to define. Wanton behavior is considered worse than 

reckless in the law, yet their definitions are similar as each has to do with a disregard of 

the probable consequences of one’s actions or omissions.54 To illustrate: two officers 

are rushing back to their units on a post with a 15 mph speed limit. One drives 45 mph 

in area with relatively few people (reckless) and one drives 45 mph through a school 

zone (wanton). Negligence is the absence of due care that a reasonably prudent person 

would use in similar circumstances. These definitions may guide a commander in 

determining if an act was an honest mistake or whether a risk was prudent. 
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Finally, the legal defense of mistake allows a person to claim they were ignorant 

of a certain fact or under the mistaken belief of an event and be exonerated for their 

action, in other words, they made an honest mistake. For example, if the speeding 

officers claim they were unaware of the speed limit, the commander must consider the 

probability or improbability of the assertions to determine if they made honest mistakes. 

For example, it is improbable that an officer at the installation for a number of months is 

unaware of the limit, compared to someone’s first few days on post. 

Perhaps the best description that connects trust, prudent risks, and honest 

mistakes comes from Army Doctrine Publication 6-0’s discussion of command authority. 

Acknowledging commanders are responsible for their decisions and their subordinate’s 

actions, accomplishments, and failures, and that people make mistakes and errors may 

occur, the doctrine describes what success looks like despite these mistakes:55  

Successful commanders allow subordinates to learn through their 
mistakes and . . . gain the experience required to operate on their own. 
However, commanders do not continually underwrite subordinates’ 
mistakes resulting from a critical lack of judgment. Nor do they tolerate 
repeated errors of omission when subordinates fail to exercise initiative.56 

The doctrine highlights the significance of such actions: “the art of command lies in 

discriminating between mistakes to underwrite as teaching points from those that are 

unacceptable in a military leader.”57 

Relief for Cause Process 

Considering its implications, the Army’s relief for cause policy is straightforward:  

When a higher ranking commander loses confidence in a subordinate 
commander’s ability to command due to misconduct, poor judgment, the 
subordinate’s ability to complete assigned duties, or for other similar 
reasons, the higher ranking commander has the authority to relieve the 
subordinate commander.58 
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In two short paragraphs, Army Regulation (AR) 600-20, Command Policy, goes 

on to describe the procedural due process rights afforded to the officer facing potential 

relief. Relief for cause is an administrative process which does not, and cannot, by itself 

result in the discharge of an officer from the Army. While this paper suggests otherwise 

in certain circumstances, the administrative act of relief for cause is almost always 

followed by a separate administrative act of elimination, or in cases of serious 

misconduct, the officer is dismissed (punitively discharged) pursuant to a court-martial. 

In theory, a senior commander must only state that they have lost confidence in 

the subordinate’s ability to command based on misconduct, poor judgment, poor 

performance, or other reasons to relieve that subordinate commander. In practice, a 

number of due process requirements59 ensure the process is administered in a fair and 

impartial manner. In addition to AR 600-20, numerous regulations govern the process, 

such as AR 15-6 for investigations, AR 623-3 for Officer Evaluation Reports (OER), and 

AR 600-8-24 for Officer Eliminations.60 The key steps involved in the relief for cause 

process include: temporary suspension, a 15-6 investigation, notice of intent to relieve, 

a rebuttal, and the actual relief for cause. Other processes that may occur 

contemporaneously or in sequence include: Article 15 or court-martial for misconduct, a 

reprimand, relief for cause OER and referred report, and show cause (officer 

elimination) proceedings.61 While a loss of confidence is all it takes for a commander to 

relieve a subordinate from command, regulations ensure the subordinate is afforded 

procedural due process rights before the relief is final. The last section discusses the 

feasibility and potential implementation of a return to Marshall’s policy. 
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A Return to Marshall Law--the Policy in Practice 

The prime consideration that emerges from the examination of mission command 

and relief from command is the concept of honest mistakes. Having described honest 

mistakes (as distinguished from misconduct), a commander must consider: Was the 

subordinate’s act or omission an honest mistake?; Why did the honest mistake occur?; 

does the officer deserve a second chance?; How many honest mistakes can occur 

before a commander is relieved?; and finally, If relieved, can the officer contribute in 

another area? 

If a unit fully embraces the mission command philosophy, trust will be high. 

Commanders give subordinates freedom of action through mission orders, assume 

prudent risks, and underwrite subordinates’ mistakes. Subordinates exercise disciplined 

initiative knowing their commander will support them if they make honest mistakes. If 

mistakes are made, the commander can ascertain whether it was an honest mistake 

based on the facts presented. The commander’s experience, judgment, and leadership 

skills will inform the determination of whether the subordinate made an honest mistake 

or committed an act of misconduct, and to what degree. To further the analysis, here, 

we will assume an honest mistake was made so the next question is why? 

When exploring why an honest mistake occurred, a commander must consider a 

number of factors such as their own role and the subordinate’s experience and 

workload. Foremost, a commander must view their own role in the mistake. With the 

commander ultimately responsible for the subordinate’s acts, this is a difficult, but 

critical assessment. Was the commander’s intent clear? Mission command calls for 

broad orders, but were they too vague? How did the other subordinates receive and 
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execute the same or similar missions? In short, did the commander create an 

environment (provide sufficient resources and personnel) for the subordinate to 

succeed. Equally important is the commander’s consideration of the subordinate’s 

experience and workload. As described in a recent monograph on officer ethics, and 

well-documented in AR 350-1, commanders have myriad requirements that can 

overwhelm even the most organized officer.62 If the subordinate took a risk, was it a 

prudent risk where the subordinate considered the second and third order effects and 

took steps to mitigate the risk? Did the subordinate exercise disciplined initiative? The 

commander must account for all of the facts and circumstances in which the honest 

mistake occurred. After assessing the circumstances of the honest mistake, the 

commander determine if the subordinate deserves a second chance. 

When a subordinate makes an honest mistake, it is the commander’s stated 

responsibility to support the subordinate (underwrite the mistake) and counsel, coach, 

teach, and mentor the subordinate to prevent future occurrences of the same mistake. 

Mission command allows and accounts for this process and commanders are obliged to 

comply. Depending on the magnitude of the honest mistake and its impact on good 

order and discipline and unit morale, the commander must determine if the 

subordinate’s mistake is easily correctable. While the subordinate may not make the 

exact same mistake twice, the commander must be confident that, based on the 

counseling and coaching, the subordinate will learn from the mistake. The situation 

becomes more precarious if the subordinate makes repeated mistakes. As noted above, 

commanders are not obligated to continually underwrite subordinates’ mistakes when 

they lack judgment and they are not expected to tolerate repeated errors of omission 
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when subordinates fail to exercise initiative. At some point, the senior commander will 

lose trust and confidence in the subordinate’s ability to successfully execute missions. 

At this stage, relief is warranted and the decision is whether the relieved commander 

should be separated or allowed to serve in another capacity?  

While a subordinate may be deemed unfit to command troops, a commander 

must assess whether that officer still has value to Army based on their skill, talent, years 

of training, experience and expertise in other non-command functions as well as 

previously demonstrated excellence, leadership skills, and the potential for rehabilitation 

and future success. The considerations and expectations will be different for each level 

of command from company to brigade. Relieved battalion and brigade commanders, 

likely retirement eligible or close to it, may not desire to remain in the service, other than 

sufficient time to retire. Relieved company commanders, with a desire to stay in the 

Army could benefit most from such a policy. However, the current process, as described 

above, a relief for cause OER in an officer’s Army Military Human Resources Record 

will generate officer elimination proceedings. For an officer to remain on active duty 

after being relieved, the Army would have to consider and implement a policy similar to 

that of curtailment. 

As described in AR 614-30, curtailment is an administrative process where a 

person’s overseas assignment is cut short “to enhance stability and reduce costs of 

overseas assignments” and soldiers are expected to serve the full length of their tours.63 

Curtailments are reserved for unavoidable exigencies such as compassionate reasons 

(family health reasons) and other exceptional cases (potential defection, extreme 

personal hardship, threat to life, and sexual assault cases).64 When such an exigency 
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exists, the regulation provides detailed rules for how such a case is processed. Each 

case is reviewed on a case-by-case basis requiring a fully justified request initiated by 

the first Colonel in the Soldier’s chain of command and approved by a general officer 

and forwarded back to Headquarters, Department of the Army.65 Such a process could 

be replicated for relief for cause cases. 

This process adds a valuable option for commanders to consider when deciding 

the fate of an officer deemed unfit to command troops, but well-qualified to serve in 

other functional areas. The officer would be designated a curtailed officer, rather than a 

relieved officer. The curtailed officer is the functional equivalent of the relieved officer, 

but the curtailed officer has a second chance in the service whereas the relieved officer 

has little to no chance of remaining. For such a system to work, where the relieved 

officer (now a curtailed officer) truly has a second chance in the service, numerous 

regulatory changes would have to be implemented, primarily within the OER system. 

Currently, a relief for cause OER, or a referred report, would automatically generate a 

show cause board. The policy change would not generate a referred OER for a curtailed 

officer. Still, the OER would speak for itself as far as the officer’s potential, but it would 

not have the negative connotation associated with a relief for cause OER.  

Conclusion 

As Ricks details in The Generals, Marshall employed a philosophy of quick relief 

from command of World War II corps and division commanders who could not perform 

in combat. In Korea and Vietnam, Marshall’s policy was employed by some, but the 

policy fell out of favor with the Army’s senior leadership. While Ricks wrote about the 

generals, this paper focuses on the accountability of lieutenant colonels and colonels 
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leading battalions and brigades during the post-9/11 wars. Data suggests that with 129 

commanders relieved for cause 2003 to 2014, tactical, key leaders were indeed held 

accountable for their actions. 

Marshall’s leadership principles are incorporated and espoused in contemporary 

Army leadership literature. This paper seized on Rick’s suggestion of returning to 

Marshall’s policy of quick relief with a chance for redemption and concludes that the 

implementation of such a policy fits squarely within the principles of mission command. 

Thus, the convergence of Marshall’s principles, mission command, and relief for cause 

(if warranted), will aid leaders at the operational and strategic levels to make informed 

decisions on an officer’s career. Mission command moves the Army from a zero-defects 

culture toward a command philosophy that allows for honest mistakes. Given the 

rigorous selection process, leaders must consider whether an officer not suited for 

command can continue in another capacity. With considerable time, effort, and 

resources dedicated to training and selecting leaders, an environment that encourages 

initiative, innovation and risk tasking must consequently evolve to allow those risk takers 

who make honest mistakes the opportunity for future success. Importantly however, this 

author believes that honest mistakes must be distinguished from illegal, immoral and 

unethical acts by leaders. While those leaders must absolutely receive full due process 

for their actions, if it is determined that illegal, immoral, or unethical acts were 

committed, then those officers cannot remain part of the military profession. 
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an Article 15 or general officer memorandum of reprimand could be issued.  Each officer will 
receive relief for cause OERs and be afforded all of the procedural rights generated by the 
referred report. If any document is filed in the officers’ Army Military Human Resources Record 
(AMHRR), the officer would have to show for retention and go through the officer elimination 
process which is governed by a separate regulation. 
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